Fixed Audience Seating: Overview

Staying Power: Fixed Seats and Fixed Audience Seating at Hussey Seating Company

Hussey Seating specializes in fixed seats and fixed audience seating that comfortably supports your audience and enhances your
space. In stadiums, theaters, lecture halls, auditoriums, performing arts centers and places of worship, fixed seating doesn’t just fix
your audience’s attention on the stage—fixed seating is a key part of the stage. Make inspired design, premium materials, durable
construction, rigorous quality control and superior acoustics part of the show when you choose Hussey fixed seating.

Hussey Seating Stadium Collections: Designed to Perform
While the game keeps your audience at the edge of their seats, Hussey keeps your fixed audience seating at the cutting edge. Our
stadium chairs are the most reliable, durable and comfortable fixed seats on the market, and every one of our seats is backed by the
industry’s best warranty. Each of our fixed seats meets our rigorous standards for audience safety, rugged durability and easy
maintenance.

Our Fusion and Legend Sports and Entertainment Chairs are unrivaled champions in their fields. These fixed seats play hard—
standing up to fired up fans, harsh weather and messy concessions. We subject our sports and entertainment seating solutions to
independent ultraviolet tests, and at every step in our manufacturing process, we check the integrity of our ergonomic blow-molded
polyethylene seats and their cast-iron or aluminum standards.

Whether you choose the Fusion Sports and Entertainment Chair’s ergonomic contemporary lines or the classic ballpark styling of
the Legend Seat, you can finish them both in our standard palette or your own team colors. Learn more about customizing your
fixed audience seating with integral logos or padded seats, accommodating members of your audience with disabilities by meeting
ADA accessibility standards for seating, and explore our custom mounting options with your local Hussey Seating expert.

Hussey Seating Quattro Collection: Different. By Design.
When you want your fixed audience seating to stand out, choose the Hussey Seating Quattro collection. The sculptural lines of our
Quattro seats are virtuoso performers in any auditorium, from high schools to performing arts centers. A modular series of fixed
audience seating options designed for many different applications, you can precisely tailor Quattro fixed seats to your venue. And
every Quattro fixed seat is backed by the Hussey Seating limited lifetime warranty—the best in the business.

Distinctively modern, Hussey Seating Quattro Designer Series seats are the choice of discerning architects and interior designers
for suites, performing arts centers and places of worship. Fully upholstered with a finished outer back, choose from over 200 wood
veneer and laminate finishes to make a Quattro fixed seat completely your own.

Your audience seating makes a statement without making a sound with Hussey Seating Quattro Soft Side Series. Envelop
spectators in fully upholstered comfort, absorbing audience noise while seating guests in style. Precision, elegance and luxury are
the hallmarks of these fixed seats, ideal for concert halls, places of worship or corporate environments.

Need fixed seating with the form for multiple functions? You need Hussey Seating Quattro Classic Series seats. Designed for the
school, sports or multipurpose audience, these ergonomic, versatile and handsome chairs offer a wide range of options, features
and finishes.

Whether you choose nostalgic plywood or new polymer, Hussey Seating Quattro Performance Series seats make the grade in
challenging school environments. Safe, comfortable and affordable, these durable fixed seats are carefully constructed from firstclass parts that are easy to upgrade, maintain or replace.

Want all the elements Quattro style, but need your audience seating to stand up to the elements? For open air arenas or premium
stadium box seats, turn to Hussey Seating Quattro Extreme Series seats.

